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ABSTRACT: 
This study attempts to examine the Australian financial system and 
the deregulation process briefly from the beginning to the present level. 
Deregulation has change the way the Australian financial system operat-
ed for a long period of time. It has set the path to improve efficiency of 
the Australian financial system by changing the financial market struc-
turally. However， there appear to be few problems to achieve a ful 
competitive efficiency due to some characteristics in the financial system. 
If proper steps are taken to overcome remaining deficiencies， more 
benefits could be achieved through improved efficiency. 
INTRODUCTION 
Financial deregulation is being regarded by many， as an improvement 
in comparison with the regulatory system existed throughout the world 
for a long period of time. Regulation in the financial services industry 
goes as far back as the Great Depression where the industry was in very 
bad state during that period. As a result of economic destruction experi司
enced at that time regulation was the answer (Libecap， 1988). Regulation 
restricted the entry to financial market， set interest rate ceilings， and also 
controlled the services offered. However， by the middle of the 20th 
century， not only arguments began to emerge against regulations but also 
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foundations were 1aid to remove contro1s (Davis and Lewis， 1992). As a 
resu1t of these arguments and due to some visib1e evidence against the 
regu1atory system， the United States began its deregu1atory programme. 
The present trend of financia1 deregu1ation， which in particular， began in 
1arge scale in most of the capitalist world， including Australia， inearly 
1980s， isa result of those outcomes and stil a continuing process. 
More than fifteen years after financial deregulation in Australia， 
arguments are growing against some of the outcomes of the financia1 
deregulation. There are many criticisms by politicians， industry ana1ysts 
and most important1y by customer groups on these outcomes and a1so 
some are in doubt about the benefits of dismantling the regu1atory 
system. A better example of this unhappy situation is the appointment of 
number of Committees and Inquiries by the federal government (eg. 
Martin Inquiry and PSA Inquiry) to examine problems associated with 
deregu1ation and recommend some po1icies to overcome such issues. The 
latest appointment in this respect is the appointment of Willies Inquiry by 
the new government in June， 1996. Therefore， the objective of this study 
is to examine the Australian financia1 system and its experience with 
deregu1ation and specially， examine the banking sector of the country. 
This overview of the Australian financia1 system and its experience with 
deregulation could be useful to many interested groups such as industria1-
ists， researchers and policy makers without any doubt. 
The rest of the paper is as follows: first section of this study 
examines the background of the Austra1ian financia1 system whi1e the 
next section examines the nature of the financial industry. Sections 1.4 
to 1.7 give detai1s separate1y on each sector of financia1 industry of 
Austra1ia. Then， the unique characteristics of the banking sector will be 
examined， followed by a conclusion. 
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AUSTRALIAN CASE 
The background for financial deregulation in Australia runs few 
decades backward from the present. Though， the introduction of policies 
to deregulate financial system was a result of a report by a Committee 
appointed by the then government in 1979 (The CampbeII Committee)， 
the road to financial deregulation is a result of long process. This long 
process in financial deregulation in Australia could be divided mainly to 
three main stages (GranviIe， 1991; Battelino and班cmiIion，1989; and 
Perkins， 1989). 
( a) FuIIy regulated era (up to late 1960s) 
(b) Attempting deregulation (1970s) 
( c) Deregulated era (1980s onwards) 
After the second World War， Australia kept its economy running 
under protection and regulation for about quarter of a century. During 
this period the AustraIian Government used its regulatory policies not 
only to control the financial system but also to manage the economy to 
achieve its desired goals and objectives. For example， during this regulaむ
ed period there were direct controls on financial institutions speciaIIy， on 
commercial banks on lending and interest rates. These direct control 
methods were used by monetary authorities to implement their monetary 
poIicies more effectively. In general， itcan be said that the situation with 
regards to Australian financial system until the end of 1970s as a highly 
regulated one. On the other hand， some other countries， notably the 
United States， started using policies which were less regulatory in nature. 
In fact， these countries were able to find out the cost of regulation very 
much earlier than Australia. In these cases， the deregulation process 
started as early as the 1960s (Khoury， 1990)， For instance， even though， 
it was apparent that the share of the formal banking sector in the 
Australian financial system was deteriorating (AIB， 1986) [during this 
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time the non-banking sector was rapidly expanding]， nothing has 
happened seriously until the appointment of the CampbeII Committee. 
Therefore， the reforms in the AustraIian financial system was rather late 
and not the first in that kind in the world. It was a result of changes that 
have been taken place externaIIy as weII as internaIIy. 
THE NATURE OF AUSTRALIAN FINANCIAL SYSTEM 
The banking and finance industry of Australia which contributed 
significant 6.9 per cent to nation's economic output in 1994-95 is a very 
vital sector. The total assets of the financial sector was around $800 
biIIion' in June 1994 and expected to be more than $1000 billion by the end 
of 1996 (AFR， 04/06/1996). The average annual increase of total finan-
cial assets is 13.4 per cent since deregulation began in 1980 (PSA， 1995). 
However， the financial sector of Australia is very young compare to that 
of some other countries. This sector began in the dawn of last century 
and today it has become one of the highly developed and significant 
sectors of the economy. The banking sector which is the major part of 
financial system of AustraIia， started as a free system and then subjected 
to regulation by various authorities. In the beginning of 1980s this sector 
and the financial system began to free again. In other words financial 
system of the country was subjected to a programme of deregulation. At 
present， as a result of deregulation， local banking industry is competing 
not only with each other but also with foreign banks which are aIIowed 
to do business in Australia. 
It is also the case that major changes in Australian economy began 
to appear after the Second World War. This changed economic， social 
and political situation was something Australia began to experience for 
1 Al values given in this paper is in Australian Dollars 
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the first time. Heavy capital inflow for permanent investment in Aus司
tralian industry was adding some burdens to financial system of the 
country. At the same time there were considerable additions to 
Australia's overseas funds and appreciable net increase in the liquid 
assets and deposits of the banking system were notable (Wilson， 1952). 
However， the establishment of the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) in 
late 1950s is being treated as the landmark of present diversified banking 
system. With this new diversified banking， trading banks increased their 
competition among themselves and other financial institutions while 
attempting to expand their activities. Especially， tocapture the market 
share， banks fought very hard. However， these attempts by the banking 
sector were not completely successful. One notable point in this time 
period is the competition from building societies for housing loans and the 
increasing number of other financial institutions (merchant bank and 
finance companies) providing loans to customers (Brown， 1994). 
Present financial system of Australia consists of many different type 
of financial institutions. These institutions could be divided into different 
categories in the following way The Table 1 provides details (supervisory 
authority， number of institutions etc.) of major types of financial institu-
tions in Australia at present. 
The Table l.1 shows us the structure of Australian financial system. 
When we examine the principle characteristics of financial institutions 
named in the Table 1 itcould be found that apart from the RBA which is 
the main supervisor of banks， there are other supervisors of financial 
institutions such as the Insurance and Superannuation Commission (ISC) ， 
the Australian Securities Commission (ASC) ， and the Australian Finan向
cial Institutions Commission (AFIC). It is also important to note that， as
a result of recommendations by the 1991 Parliamentary Inquiry into 
Banking and Deregulation (the Martin Inquiry)， now there is a co-or-
dinating body to bring together the heads of main financial institutions in 
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Table 1 Type of Financial Institutions 
Type of Institution 
Banks 
Authorised Short-term Money 
market Dealers 
Building Societies 
Cr巴ditUnions 
Money Market Corporations 
(Merchant Banks) I ASC 
Finance Companies / General Financiers I ASC 
Other Non…Bank Intermediari巴S
Life Insurance Companies 
Sup巴rannuationand Approved 
Deposit Funds (Outside 
Life Insurance Companies) 
Public Unit Trusts 
Supervisor/ 
Regulator 
RBA 
RBA 
AFIC/State 
Authorities 
AFIC/State 
Authorities 
ISC 
ISC 
ASC 
State 
Truste巴 Companies (Common I Authorities 
Funds) State 
Authorities 
ISC 
????? ??
? ?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
???
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
???
?
?
?
?
?
10 
28 
304 
86 
104 
N.A. 
43 
86000 
380 
14 
264 
108 
7 
12 
13 
??
?
?
10 
42 
5 
Source: CFS， Annual Report， 1994 (Appendix B) 
264 
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Australia. This high level co-ordinating body is called the Council of 
Financial Supervisors (CFS) and formed in 1992. This Council is not a 
statutory body. It also has no prudential supervisory capacity or 
regulatory powers. The Council promotes the followings; 
( a) Facilitate exchanges of information which bear on the efficiency 
and well being of the financial system， including the pr・omotionof 
regular liaison among financial supervisors 
( b) Assist each supervisor to be aware of， and to understand， develop-
ments in other parts of the financial system 
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( c) ldentify issues and trends important to the financial system as a 
whole 
(d) Avoid unintended gaps， duplication and inconsistencies in regulation 
(AGPS， 1994) . 
N 0 attempts will be made to analyse functions of the Council of 
Financial Supervisors or the ISC， ASC and AFIC in detail here but it may 
be worthwhile to look at the financial structur‘e from the very top end 
covering the financial system of Australia. ln general the banking 
structure of any country begins with the central bank or reserve bank. 
Reserve bank 01・thecentral bank may not directly involved in commer崎
cial banking activities but plays a supervisory role in any financial 
syste訂1.
THE RESERVE BANK OF AUSTRALIA (RBA) 
The role of the RBA and its functions are prescribed in the relevant 
Parliamentary Acts such as the Reserve Bank Act 1959 and the Banking 
Act 1959. As given in the Reserve Bank Act 1959， the contribution of the 
RBA to Australia can be shown under following broad objectives; 
( a) The stability of the currency of Australia 
( b) The maintenance of ful employment in Australia 
( c) The economic prosperity and welfare of the people of Australia 
The financial Corporation Act of 1974 which covers al non-bank 
financial institutions， add some more objectives (more or less similar to 
above) to the RBA2. These include the examination of the business 
activities of certain financial and trading institutions and the regulation 
of those activities for the purpose of contribllting to economic stability， 
2 The Res巴rveBanl王Actwas amended in 1989 again to give more powers to th巴RBA
to supervise the banking syst巴m.
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the maintenance of ful employment， the efficient allocation of productive 
resources， the ensuring of an adequate level of finance for housing and the 
economic prosperity and welfare of the people of Australia (Moore et al.， 
1990) . 
The objectives of the bank supervision starts from the report of the 
Royal Commission on Monetary and Banking System in 1937. It seems 
that even most of today's supervising role of the RBA is based on the 
report of 1937. It is said that as the guardian of the integrity of the 
banking system， the RBA has an important role to play but without any 
direct controls. (A very comprehensive analysis of prudential supervision 
of the RBA can be seen from Thompson， 1991). The Campbell Committee 
has recommended that“. • . the RBA should undertake regular reviews of 
the overall functioning of the financial system， inthe context of which it 
should diagnose and report on any structural problems that appear to 
exist and any barriers to effective competition， especially government 
induced barriers. . ."(AGPS， 1981). 
1n overall the main function of the RBA could be taken as the 
regulation of the Australian monetary and banking system (PMM) 3. 
Among other functions， issue of note and coins， administering exchange 
controls， act as a banker to various Federal Government， financial institu-
tions， savings and trading banks and authorised money market dealers. 
Under its powers the RBA supervise the monetary and banking system 
while protecting depositors4• RBA supervises licensed banks5 including 
foreign banks. At present RBA is the supervisor of about $330 billion of 
3 This is not always the cas巴 overseas. For example， Canada， some European 
countries and up to c巴rtainextent United States， r巴serveor central bank has 
dif巴rentfunctions (AGPS， 191) 
4 Section 12 of the Reserve Bank Act indicates the responsibility of the RBA to 
prot巴ctdepositors. 
5 1n the cas日ofState own巴dbanks， the RBA has some voluntary agreem己ntswith 
regard to th巴irop巴rations
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assets in the financial sector of Australia. With the implementation of 
financial deregulation， the RBA has shaped up their supervisory role to 
match the new financial market environment. It can be seen that as a 
result of new prudential supervisory measures， now banks are required to 
do things such as submitting reports to the RBA， more consultations with 
the RBA and regular reviews by the RBA. 
Some new supervisory measures have been introduced recently (eg. 
1994) by the RBA. In this case the RBA send their supervisors to do on 
site inspections relating to management risk by banks. These type of 
measures helps the RBA to asses the adequacy of internal systems for 
those banks wants to use them in calculating capital requir・ements(RBA 
Bulletin， October 1995). However， itshould be noted that supervision in 
Australia does not and cannot purport to guarantee a bank against 
insolvency but to reduce the likely hood of this happening (RBA Bulletin， 
April 1995). The Table 2 shows total assets/liabilities of the RBA from 
1970 to 1995. 
Table 2 Reserve臼ankof Australia Total Assets and Liabilities ($m) 
Year 
Assets/ 
Year 
Assets/ 
Liabilities Liabilities 
1970 3068 1983 18045 
1971 3760 1984 18304 
1972 5368 1985 21810 
1973 5721 1986 25399 
1974 5217 1987 26022 
1975 6287 1988 24653 
1976 7698 1989 25366 
1977 8856 1990 28355 
1978 8882 1991 29844 
1979 11071 1992 34143 
1980 13137 1993 35372 
1981 12553 1994 31637 
1982 14530 1995 37412 
Source: Reserve Bank of Australia Buletin， various Isues 
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BANKS 
Banking sector is undoubtedly the most important in a financiaI 
system of any country. 1n AustraIia， banking sector accounted for more 
than 70 per cent of totaI share of assets in aI financiaI corporations 
(McGrath， 1994). This reflects their significant role in economic activ-
ities as contributors to flow of funds between savers and borrowers. The 
common understanding of banks is that they are keeping money as 
deposits and they make Ioans to their customer・s.Though， banks originat-
ed by doing only these two functions their role have been expanding 
enormously during the past. 1n comparison with other countries such as 
the United States， the high degree of market concentration is the most 
notable feature in AustraIian banks (more details on this specific nature 
will be given later). This situation has not been changed as a result of 
deregulation. It could be seen that four major banks6 (some times 
referred as the 'Big Four') had more than 80 per cent of branches and 
around 70 per cent of totaI assets by the end of June 19967• At the end of 
June 1994 there are 7，290 bank branches operating throughout Australia 
wile the work force was more than 150，000 (KPMG， 1995). The dis-
tributional network in 1993-94 comprised 42，400 EFTPOS terminals and 
5700 A TMs. Prior to deregulation， there were only some 6，000 odd 
branches with compare to total of almost 55，000 outlets available today 
(PSA， 1995). 
Deregulation of financial industry however， did not change this 
oIigopolistic market situation in the country. 1n fact， deregulation has 
6 Australia and New Zealand Banking Group (ANZ) ， National Australia Bank 
(NAB)， Westpac Banking Corporation (WBC)， and the Commonwealth Bank of 
Australia (CBA). 
7 It is ahτlOst 82 per cent of branches and 72 per cent of al banks' total assets in 1992 
(McGrath， 194) 
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Table 3 しargest8anks in Australia 
Assets on 
Nam日 Australian Books 
As at 
(事 billion)
Balance Date 
Commonwealth Bank 93.5 30/6/94 
Westpac Banking Corporation 81.5 30/9/94 
National Australia Bank 75.1 30/9/94 
ANZ Bank 69.5 30/9/94 
Bankers Trust Australia 30.7 31/12/94 
乱lacquarieBanl王 19.4 31/3/95 
St George Bank 16.7 30/9/94 
Advance Bank 15.4 31/ 5 /95 
N at W est lVIarkets Australia 13.6 31/12/94 
Citibank 12.2 31/12/94 
State Bank SA 11.6 30/6/94 
Bank羽Test 10.7 30/9/94 
Bank of lVIelbourne 7.3 30/6/94 
1VI0rgan Guaranty 6.9 31/12/94 
Hongkong Bank Australia 5.9 31/12/94 
Source: Annual Rcport， 1995， Council of Financial Supcrvisors 
helped banks to restore their position which they lost to non…bank finan-
cial institutions (NBFIs)， within the financial industry. Further more， 
this new deregulated environment has enable others to launch banking 
activities in the country. The Table 4 gives details of banks those started 
Table 4 New 8anks εstablished After Deregulation 
Name Established Number of Branches 
lVIacquarie Bank 01. 03. 1985 3 
Advance Bank 01. 06. 1985 490 
Challeng巴Bank 21. 04. 1987 62 
lVIetway Bank 01. 07. 1988 92 
Bank of lVIelbourne 01. 07. 1989 113 
Source: Reserve Bank of Australia Buletin， various Isues 
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business after deregulation. 
After a very long period of regulation， the banking industry of 
Australia had some difficulties while adjusting to new deregulated envi-
ronment. For example， exorbitant lendings towards the end of 1980s by 
banks had resulted in accumulation in vast amount of bad debts. People 
were sometimes unhappy about some banking practices while widespread 
criticism was very common at that time. As a result， there were some 
Parliamentary lnquiries about banking and the benefit of deregulation8 
Those problems faced by the banking sector could have been a result of 
difficulty in transition from regulated era to deregulated era. Increasing 
interest margins of banks and increasing costs to consumers are other 
problems in the post…deregulation period. It is common for any institu-
tion to face problems when it become free to do business after a very long 
period of control. This problematic situation of banks may have been a 
result of number of reasons. Among those reasons followings could be 
taken as most important. 
(a) New competitive environment where banks compete with each 
other for a bigger share in the market 
( b) Management in-experienceness in a deregulated environment 
( c) Economic condition prevailed at that time nationally and interna-
tionally 
( d) Lack of prudential supervision from the RBA 
( e) Monetary policy regime at the time 
( f) Oligopolistic nature of Australian banks 
The Table 5 gives details of assets and liabilities structure of 
Australian banks from 1975 to 1995. 
8 Martin Inquiry 
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γable 5 Assets and Liabilities of Australian Banks-June 1975 to June 1995 (A$ milion) 
Year 
N on-marketable 
Assets 
1975 17，794 
1976 20，611 
1977 23，226 
1978 26，174 
1979 29，679 
1980 34，026 
1981 37，388 
1982 43，136 
1983 49，326 
1984 55，063 
1985 68，684 
1986 82，967 
1987 98，749 
1988 117，826 
1989 167，322 
1990 201. 496 
1991 226，757 
1992 238，604 
1993 255，357 
1994 277，114 
1995 302，879 
Source: RBAおuletin，various Isues 
'include domestic and foreign asets 
Marketable Total 
Assets Assets* 
11，726 31，630 
12，501 35，931 
13，396 40，425 
14，505 43，715 
17，247 50，190 
19，330 56，760 
23，926 64，943 
28，084 75，406 
33，756 87，482 
39，892 100，230 
45，337 120，169 
61，033 151，248 
76，107 182，703 
99，933 226，303 
106，847 283，673 
113，677 325，848 
116，537 353，733 
112，887 361，908 
117，251 382，854 
125，409 412，845 
131，287 439，344 
NON-BANK FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS (NBFIS) 
Total 
Liabiliti巴5
30，611 
34，929 
38，997 
41，984 
47，903 
53，975 
62，018 
72 ，101 
84，014 
95，623 
112，437 
139，400 
169，651 
204，256 
258，681 
296，096 
320，791 
331，795 
351，578 
375，697 
397，369 
N on-Bank Financial Institutions9 or NBFIs cover various type of 
activities within the financial system of Australia. These NBFIs are not 
only very according to their functions， but also very according to their 
supervisory authorities (see Table 1 for details). It is possible to begin 
9 These institutions have been regulated under the Australian Financial Institution 
Act 1992 
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NBFIs with money markets. Money market is a place where financial 
instruments are traded. Money markets generally provide funds in 
borrowing and lending for short periods of time. Usual maturity rate of 
these instruments are less than one year. It operate through fax， tele-
phones and computers. Money market could be divided into two fold. 
These are official short-term money market institutions (the authorised 
money market dealers) and unofficial money market institutions 
(McGrath， 1994). Main characteristics of the authorised money market 
dealers could be given as that“. . •specialised institutions which accept 
short-term wholesale deposits and make a market in short-term Com句
monwealth Government securities. (and also) They are the prime C01.ln-
terparts for the Reserve Bank in its open market operations. . ."(CFS， 
1995). The unofficial short-term money market which is larger than the 
official market has two components. These are the intercompany market 
and the bils market. In the intercompany market direct lending between 
companies takes place while in the bills market trading of bank and non 
…bank bils carried out (McGrath， 1994). It is a fact that financial 
instr1.lments very in different c01.lntries. In Australia these financial 
instruments include bank placements with authorised money market 
dealers， bank bills， Treasury notes， negotiable certificates of deposit and 
promissory notes. It has been found out that the integration between 
money market interest rate and deposit and loan interest rate has been 
expedited by financial deregulative policies (de Brouwer， 1995). 
Within NBFIs life insurance companies， general insurance com-
panies， and superannuation and approved deposit funds fal into one 
category as their nature of business is based on contracts. All these 
institutions are intermediaries and transfer funds from savers to bor-
rowers. Life insurance companies and general insurance companies are 
much similar but general insurance companies have a different asset 
preference since they undertake a higher risk than life insurance com-
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panies. Superannuation and approved funds have been playing a very 
important role in promoting savings and these funds are operated by both 
private and public sector institutions. 
Among NBFIs， credit unions and building societies are regarded as 
non-bank depository institutions. The ro1 played by these institutions in 
the financial sector of Australia is not significant as the role of banking 
depository institutions. However， in the household sector they have a 
significant role. Credit unions are slightly differ from other financial 
institutions. The main difference is that unlike other institutions， credit 
unions are non-profit organisations. It is also the case that credit unions 
serve the needs of a particular・groupof people from whom the capital is 
co11ected and output is shared among themselves. For example， a credit 
union may serve an industrial organisation or a community living in same 
area. Both credit unions and building societies are mutua11y owned 
institutions and provide deposit， personal!housing loans and other pay-
ment service facilities to their members. While building societies share of 
assets declined， credit unions have been increasing their share of assets 
within the financial system for two decades. For example， in1975 credit 
unions accounted for 1.2 per cent of a1 assets and in 1992 this share has 
grown to 2.0 per cent (McGrath， 1994). 
Money market corporations are another type of financial institutions 
among NBFIs. Investment banks and merchant banks fal into this 
category. They operate mainly in wholesale markets. These institutions 
borrow and lend money to government agencies and large corporations. 
They also provide advisory services in corporate finance， capital markets 
and investment management. The growth rate of money market corpora-
tions during the last three decades is very significant. Their share of 
assets have grown from less than one .per cent in 1965 to 11.5 per cent in 
1991 (McGrath， 1994). 
The rest of NBFIs include public unit trusts， trustee companies， 
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friendly societies and other small institutions such as pastoral finance 
companies and co-operative housing societies. Usually unit trusts are 
managed by subsidiaries of banks， insUl官lcecompanies or merchant 
banks. Among NBFIs， the most significant growth rate has been record-
ed by public unit trusts in 1980s (McGrath， 1994). Both unit trusts and 
trustee companies pool money into common funds and invest generally in 
equities and properties. 
FOREIGN BANKS 
Restrictions on investments in banking by foreign countries were a 
practice in Australia from its inception as a colony of Great Britain. 
These restrictions came in two forms. Firstly， itwas the government 
policy to restrict foreign banks and secondly， itwas the united competi-
tion from existing institutions. Until the end of Second W orld War these 
policies were very effective. However， in the beginning of financial 
industry of Australia， these restrictions were not fully implemented in the 
case of investments from Great Britain10 and as a result of that British 
banks were able to establish early (Pauly， 1987). Apart from these 
British banks few other banks opened branches but closed down later due 
to various reasons (eg. American Express). After the War the situation 
has began to change and most of these banks (British) became domestic. 
The last to become domestic was the Australia and N ew Zealand Bank 
which changed in 1976. Therefore， operations of foreign banks were very 
limited in Australia until 1985. However， this does not mean that 
10 Th巴rewere few exc巴ptionssuch as the Bank of New Zealand which began its 
operations in 1872 and the Banque National de Paris which was allowed to open a 
branch in Melbourne in 181. Other non-British banks include the Y okohama 
Specie Bank which was giv巴npermission to op巴ratein 1915 and the Bank of China 
in 1942 (Skully， 1979)ー
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Australian financial sector was kept completely covered with regulations. 
During this time (after the Second World War) a large number of foreign 
banks opened their representative offices in Australia. These banks 
involved in business activities in various ways such as through equity 
participation in non-bank financial institutions (NBF1s). 
Pauly (1987) has shown some evidence in this respect by comparing 
the asset base of NBF1s of 1969 and 1973. 1n 1969 the asset base of 
merchant banks， both domestic and foreign， was 0.7 per cent of the 
domestic financial market but increased it to 3.5 per cent in 1973. 
Though， foreign banks were kept on trying in many ways to enter the 
Australian financial industry， their effort was deliberately thwarted. 
Clear evidence for this is the passing of the Bank (Shareholdings) Bill in 
October， 1971. With this Bill it was limited to a 10 per cent of any single 
shareholding in any existing bank by foreign parties. 
1rrespective of al attempts by the Government， NBF1s expanded. 1n 
1974 the Financial Corporation Act was passed by the Federal Govern-
ment to control NBF1s further.狂owever，the Federal Government did 
not implement the Act entirely (Part 1V of the Act which has special 
powers to control NBF1s was never implemented). By the end of 1970 
NBF1s share of domestic financial market was increased dramatically 
while the share of domestic banks fell 11 • 
Financial deregulation in the beginning of the 1980s has changed 
policies toward foreign banks completely. Especially， after the Martin 
Review12， federal government called for applications from foreign banks 
11 For Example， betwe巴n1975 and 1978 the share of total domestic financial assets 
held by finance companies and merchant banks increased from 15.2 per c巴ntto 16. 
1 per cent (AGPS， 1980). 
12 Martin R巴viewCommitte巴 wasappointed to look further into the process of 
deregulation. Th巴mainreason for the appointm巴ntof this committee was the 
change of government. The rεport of this Committee was out in 1984 (AGPS， 1984). 
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Table 6 First Group of Foreign 8anks to区stablish
in Australia After Deregulation 
Bank Establish巴d
Hong Kong Bank of Australia 06. 02. 1985 
Chase Manhattan Bank 26. 09. 1985 
Lloyds Bank NZA 10. 10. 1985 
Bank of Tokyo Australia 28. 11. 1985 
Barclays Bank Australia 29. 11. 1985 
Citybank 11. 12. 1985 
Bank of China 16. 12. 1985 
IB] Australia Bank 18. 12. 1985 
Mitsubishi Bank of Australia 17. 01. 1986 
D巴utscheBank Australia 03. 02. 1986 
NatWest Australia Bank 06. 02. 1986 
Bankers Trust Australia 24. 02. 1986 
Standard Chartered Bank 04. 04. 1986 
Bank of Am巴1噂icaAustralia 19. 05. 1986 
Bank of Singapore (Australia) 29. 05. 19 
Source: Reserve Bank Buletins， 192 
who wish to establish branches in Australia. Applications for full bank 
licence were accepted from forty two foreign banks and in 1985 sixteen of 
them were invited to open branches in Australia. By mid 1986 fifteen of 
these banks began their operations in Australia (See Table 6) 13. Another 
significant event which took place at the same time was the lifting of 
restrictions on foreign ownership of NBFIs (Williams， 1995). 
The formal entry of foreign banks to Australia after financial der-
egulation expected to be an important event. Especially， itwas expected 
to boost the competitive environment and contribute heavily to consumer 
benefits. However， itis believed that many foreign banks ended up with 
failures to gain foothold in the country14 (AFR， 06/19/96). 
13 One bank (J.P. Morgan) did not take its ful banking licence but began a branch in 
early 1990s. 
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The most recent committee to examine banking in Australia was the 
House of Representatives Standing Committee on Finance and Public 
Administration in 1991. The report of this Committee (Martin Report) 
has recommended further deregulation of financial market of Australia 
allowing more foreign participation. These recommendations allowed 
foreign banks to open branches and participate in retail and wholesale 
markets. At present foreign banks are allowed to have ful banking 
states， branch banking states or be a subsidiary of a merchant bank 
(Williams， 1995). 
SOME SPECIFIC FEA TURES OF AUSTRALIAN BANKS 
Australian banking system has some unique features when compare 
to the rest of the world. For instance， Australian financial industry was 
under protection for a very long time. As a result of this， the banking 
system has developed some distinctive features. Among those features 
very high profit ratios in the banking industry among OECD countries， 
oligopolistic nature and higher interest margins are the most important. 
However， higher interest rate margins and the oligopolistic nature of 
Australian banking has been criticised by many industry observers and 
consumers. Specially， the oligopolistic nature has been blamed for a 
number of disadvantages appeared in the financial system of the country 
For example， when foreign banks were allowed after deregulation， itwas 
expected to have some challenge to the existing banking system of the 
country. However， even today (ten years after entering the market) 
foreign banks are playing only a small role in the financial system in 
comparison with local banks. 
14 However， foreign banks were playing a more significant role in fund management 
but 1日sactive in retail banking 
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OLIGOPOLY 
One of the main characteristics among those are the oligopolistic 
nature in which banks were operating for a long period of time. Even 
after deregulating the banking system in early 1980s， oligopolistic nature 
has not been changed much. The main term of reference of the Campbell 
Committee was to inquire into and report on the structure and method of 
operation of the Australian financial system. Australian retail banking 
sector is dominated by four major banks or commonly known as 'Big 
Four' that is ANZ， NAB， WBC and CBA. It is said that o a certain level， 
the role played by 'Big Four' has been contributing to the outcome of 
financial deregulation (AFR， 19June 1996; 40). 1n fact， itmay be argued 
that the oligopolistic nature of banking industry of Australia is negatively 
contributing to the market efficiency. For example， oligopoly is a market 
condition where the market is dominated by a few sellers and at least 
several of them are large enough relative to the total market to be able 
to influence the market price. 1n recent time， Australian financial institu-
tions began to charge customers number of fees from account keeping to 
teller machine withdrawals. Without any clear indications of reductions 
in interest margins it may be argued that the nature of banking in 
Australia i.e.， oligopolistic， has helped financial institutions to charge 
extra fees from customers. The Figure 1 shows the size and share of 宮ig
Four' banks in the financial system. 
BANK INTEREST RA TE MARGINS 
The oligopolistic nature of the banking sector may be also linked to 
the ongoing debate of higher interest margins in Australian banks. There 
are two significant point in the case of higher interest rate margins. 
Firstly， as a result of deregulatory measures taken over the years， interest 
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Figure 1 Share of Four Major 8anks in Deposits andしendings-l994 
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rate margins should fal due to competition'5. Secondly， falling interest 
rate margins could be taken as an indicator of improved efficiency in 
banking. During the regulated time， interest cost of banks were lower and 
this contributed to higher margins (Harper， 1986). However， as a result 
of deregulation， interest rate restrictions were removed and bank compeι 
itive environment improved. This means increase market competition 
should lead to a reduction in interest rate margins (Milbourne and 
Cumberworth， 1990). The issue is that， isthere any decline in interest 
margins as a result of deregulation. 
In general， interest rate margins refer to the difference between what 
interest rates banks borrow at and what they lend at. However， there are 
three measures that can be used to measure margins 
( a) Simple comparison of one lending rate and one deposit rate'6 
15 Increased comp巴titioncould cost banks to attract funds while revenue could fal for 
banks due to sam巴reasonleading to a lower interest rate margin 
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(b) Net interest rate margin 
( c) Gross and net interest rate spreads (AGPS 1994) 
There are several ways to calculate interest margins (AGPS， 1991; 
Milbourne and Cumberworth， 1991; RBA Bulletin May， 1992; Twrdy， 1992; 
and AGPS， 1994). These methods are as follows; 
interest revenue -interest expense 
( a) N et interest margin = 
interest earning assets 
interest received - interest paid ( b) Interest spread = : 
interest earning assets interest bearing liabilities 
( c) ~e~ght~，d aver~ge = weighted average weighte~ ~vel:age 
interest margin revenue cost of funds 
However， generally accepted best method of measuring interest rate 
margin is the measure of net interest rate spreads17 (AGPS， 1994). It has 
also been argued that margins are more a measure of an institution's 
performance， while spreads are a better indicator of the average borrow-
ing and lending rates of interest faced by a 'representative' customer 
(PSA， 1995). 
In recent years there has been a strong argument between academics， 
politicians， and bank managers about interest rate margins (See Singh， 
1989; Valentine， 1990; and RBA， May， 1992 for more detai!s). In fact，“. 
. The issue of banks' interest rate margins had aroused public concern 
in 1990. It was the subject of a report to the Treasurer and one of the 
motivating factors behind the establishment of this inquiry. . .川8 (AGPS， 
16 For巴xample，the difference between the busin巴sindicator lending rat巴andthe 
bank bil/certificate of deposit rate， the difference betw巴enthe business indicator 
lending rat巴andthe overnight cash rate， and the difference between the housing 
indicator 1巴ndingrate and a savings account deposit rate (RBA Bulletin， May 1992) 
17 Gross inter日strate margin could be affected by changes in the bank capital struc恥
ture and some other similar factors. 
18 Martin Inquiry. 
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1991). The argument is whether or not interest rate margins have been 
increasing since the deregulation process began in 1980. Some empirical 
studies done on this area have found evidence on increasing margins (For 
example Singh， 1989， Milbourne and Cumberworth， 1991， and Twrdy， 
1992) but some others do not agree with those findings (For example 
RBA， May 1992 and Valentine， 1990). 
Among other studies， one significant empirical analysis in this 
respect has been done by Milbourne and Cumberworth (1991). This study 
analyses the Australian banking performance in an era of deregulation 
One of the key points noted by Milbourne and Cumberworth is the vast 
amount of off…balance sheet activities done by banks (see Figure 2). It 
seems these activities are three times higher than normal activities 
(Hogan， 1989). If the off-balance sheet activity is higher then， the 
importance of margins to evaluate performance become less valuable 19 • 
While disagreeing with this suggestion Milt】ourneand Cumberworth 
believe interest rate margin is the appropriate measure of industry 
performance20 as it represent the difference between price and cost. The 
study find that while the interest rate margin has fallen during the first 
half of 1980s， ithas risen after 1985. 
The issue of whether interest margins of Australian banks have 
increased， get more complex when attempt to compare it with banks of 
other countries. It seems that it is extremely difficult to compare interest 
rate margins of Australian banks with other international banks in a 
19 Some also consider that the net interest margin is les vall1able as a measl1re of 
bank interest margins as it is affected by changes in the banks capital strl1ctl1re， 
ratio of fixed assets to int巴r巴st-earningassets and ratio of commercial bil accep-
tances to total assets (AGPS， 1994). 
20 The measl1re of indl1str・yperformance has been given as differenc日betweenprice of 
banking prodl1ct which is lending rate pll1s fes and cost of banking product which 
is average deposit rat巴splus operating cost p巴rdolar. 
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Source: Reserve Bank Buletin， various Isues 
meaningful way21. Few important points emerge from al these argu-
ments. Overall Australian bank interest margins have not declined as a 
result of deregulation. The interest rate margins in fact， has risen after 
the arrival of foreign banks (for a statistical analysis on this see Twrdy， 
1992). The reasons for higher interest margins could vary. For example， 
reasons such as inherent system from pre…deregulated era， margins were 
maintained at very low in the pre…deregulated era， oligopolistic market 
situation in Australia， practising industrial relations framework in the 
country， and poor competition environment could be more significant. 
One of the paramount reasons for this could have been the slowness of 
adjusting process by banks to the new competitive environment. It could 
21 International comparison of bank interest margins has been attempted by th巴HOl1se
of Repr日sentativeCommittee on Banking， Financ巴 andPl1bliC Administration. 
Evidence given to this Committee by variol1S organis註tionsSl1Ch as RBA and ABA 
and academics confirm the dific11ty and also point Ol1t shortcomings in existing 
such comparisons. See AGPS， 1994， pp 7-17 for more details. 
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be argued that the adjustment process of banks were slow due to the 
oligopolistic nature of the banking industry. Some other reasons which 
could be suspected for this has been mentioned earlier while discussing 
problems faced by banks during the transition period. 
Another specific feature of Australian banks that is associated with 
interest margin and worth examining is the non…interest income of banks 
in Australia. With deregulation， most banks expanded their services and 
at the same time they adopted the user pay approach to those services. 
As a result of this customers have to pay for services such as transaction 
charges for deposit accounts， establishment fees for loans and other 
increased charges for some services. Theoretically， ifthere is a intense 
competition among banks， cost to consumers should be lower as efi-
ciency improve. Situation in Australia seems different when increased 
competition is present， consumers are paying more as banl王charges.On 
the other hand， some community groups are badly affected than the rest 
of the community as a result of actions taken by banks. From the banks' 
point of view， customers have to pay more now as a result of improved 
services. The Table 7 below shows the annual revenue and costs of Retail 
Transaction Accounts (RT As) of major banks in 1994. Accordingly， 
banks have to charge customers to cover their losses. 
Tableフ AnnualRevenue and Costs of RTAs， Major Banks-l 994 
Revenue per RT A 
$ per 
Cost per RTA 
$ per 
Account Account 
Account k巴epingfees 10.17 Account Keeping再 30.88 
1、ransactionfees 1.16 Transaction 82.66 
Tota! fe巴S 11.33 Other 6.18 
Net inter巴stincome 78.72 Tota! (including 
Tota! Revenue 90.05 overhead) 119.72 
Net Profit (Loss) (29.67) 
Source: PSA (1995) p 29 
# includes maintenance and establishment 
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As a result of this， the Federal Government directed the Prices 
Surveillance Authority (PSA) on 18 January 1995 to undertake an lnquiry 
into the fees and charges imposed on Retail Transaction Accounts by 
banks and other financial institutions22. There was a specific direction to 
the PSA to consider the relationship between fees and charges and 
interest rate margins. The findings of PSA lnquiry suggests that there 
has been litle change in the aggregate net interest rate spread of the four 
major banks and the introduction of fees should be reviewed. The PSA 
findings further states that“. . . To justify increases in fee revenue on 
particular types of accounts in future， on the basis of a deterioration in 
margins， itwould need to be demonstrated that a structural change in 
margins has occurred. . ."(PSA， 1995 p xxviii). 
Furthermore， non-interest income of Australian banks are also in the 
high side with compare to some other countries. This may be justified if 
the margins are lower. It is a fact that changing interest rate and the 
Table 8 Non-interest Income of 8anks in Selected 
OECD Countries23 
Country Non-int巴r巴stincome (net) 
Australia 2.37 
Austria 0.86 
Finland 1.4 
Germany 0.65 
Netherlands 0.73 
Norway 0.58 
Spain 1.0 
Switzerland 1.16 
Source: AGPS (1994) 
22 The lnquiry's Terms of Referenc巴 W日間 subsequ日ntlyextended on 7 March 1995 to 
inciud日considerationof charges imposed by retailers on Electronic Funds Transfer 
at Point of Sale (EFTPOS) transactions (PSA， 1995-p 2) 
23 Figures are based on 1991 data and giv巴nas a percentage of av日ragetotal assets 
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extra market risk that banks and other financial institutions have to 
undertake play a significant role in their day to day business activities 
(Faff and Howard， 1995). This risk is not specific to Australia and it 
seems that both interest and non-interest income are comparatively 
higher in Australia. The following Table shows data on non-interest 
income in selected OECD countries. 
CONCLUSION 
With al the complains on one hand the admirations on the other hand 
Australian financial market specially， banks have changed as a result of 
deregulation. Among other changes， the most important change that has 
occurred to the banking system of Australia is the structural change. In 
simple terms it could be said that before 1980s banks were mealy a 
depository financial institutions highly regulated by the government and 
they were the leading role players in financial market activities. Today， 
banks have come out of those regulations and freely involve in many 
financial market activities. With the help of the advancements in infor-
mation technology and under the pressure from local and global competi-
tion24 Australian banks are progressing towards the continuously chang-
ing future. If some of the market characteristics are corrected benefit of 
deregulations could have been more widespread. 
The current evidence from the United States shows that traditional 
banks ar・edeclining gradually (Llewellyn， 1996). With regard to the case 
of Australia， the role of the banking firm is similar to that of the United 
States hence， should be in a declining trend. Even though， itmay not be 
true in every aspect of banking but no doubt in some areas. However， it
24 Global competition could b巴moreserious than the local competition (Llewellyn， 
199) . 
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has been argued that major Australian banks have recognised their 
diminishing role in the depository financial industry and already reacted2S 
in some ways (Mohl， 1996). 
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